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Effect of surface roughness on the secondary ion yield in ion sputtering
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There is extensive experimental evidence that, at low temperatures, surface erosion by ion
bombardment roughens the sputtered substrate, leading to a self-affine surface. These changes in the
surface morphology also modify the secondary ion yield. Here, we calculate analytically the
secondary ion yield in terms of parameters characterizing the sputtering process and the interface
roughness. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!04036-4#
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Sputtering is a basic tool in surface analysis and cle
ing, depth profiling, and sputter deposition.1 Due to its wide-
spread use, the effect of the sputtering process on the su
morphology motivated a number of experimental and th
retical investigations. As a result, there is extensive exp
mental evidence that ion sputtered surfaces either hav
self-affine profile2–6 or, if there is considerable surface di
fusion, they may develop a ripple morphology.7,8 The rough
morphology can be described in terms of surface wid
w(r' ,j), that scales as

w2~r' ,j![^@h~r'!2h̄~0!#2&5wsat
2 S r'

j D 2a

f ~r' /j!,

~1!

wherer'5(x,y), a is the roughness exponent for the inte
face h(r'), h̄(0) is the mean height of the interface, an
^ & denotes both ensemble and space average. The sc
function f has the following properties:f (u→0)51 and
f (u→`)5u22a. The correlation lengthj in Eq. ~1! depends
on time asj;t1/z, wherez is the dynamical exponent.9

The experimental relevance of this scaling relation h
been verified by experiments involving 5 keV Ar bombard
graphite2 and iron surfaces,5 and 0.5 keV Ar ion-bombarded
Si surfaces.6 Motivated by these experimental studies, an
lytical investigations have addressed the basic mechan
determining both the rough and the ripp
morphologies.8,10,11

Uncovering the morphological features of io
bombarded surfaces leads to the important and still un
plored question: How does roughness affect the sputte
process? The classical theoretical literature focusing on
sputtering assumes the existence of aflat surface, ignoring
the surface roughness. Exceptions include the work
Yamamura et al.,12 who studied the sputtering yield fo
rough surfaces using the Monte Carlo codeACAT. However,
their model of a rough surface had a regular comb shape
contrast with the random self-affine interface morpholo
uncovered by recent experiments.

In this paper we take a first step toward a system
understanding of the effect of the surface morphology on
sputtering yield. In agreement with experiments we consi
that the bombarded surface isself-affine,9,13 characterized by
a well-defined surface width and correlation length, and

a!Electronic mail: alb@nd.edu
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rive an expression that provides the yield as a function of
experimental parameters characterizing both the ion b
bardment and the surface morphology. A combination of
merical and analytical methods is used to investigate the
tained expression and uncover the behavior of the yield.
find that for the experimentally most relevant parame
range the roughness modifies the yield. In particular,
show that the flat-surface approximation~used in all previous
analytical studies! is valid only when the penetration dept
of the ion is much larger than the surface width.

The physical process taking place during ion bomba
ment is illustrated in Fig. 1. An ion strikes the surface
point r5(x,y,h), and stops at a distancea after all its energy
is dissipated due to elastic and nonelastic interactions w
the atoms of the material. The energy deposited at poinr0

5(0,0,0) by the ion reaching the pointr5(x,y,z) is well
described by the Gaussian distribution14

E~r' ,z!5
e

~2p!3/2sm2 expH 2
z2

2s22
x21y2

2m2 J , ~2!

where e is the kinetic energy of an incident ion and th
material-dependent parameterss and m characterize the
widths of the energy distribution alongz andx(y) directions,
respectively.

Theerosion rateat an arbitrary pointA on the surface is
proportional to the energy deposited by all the bombard
ions. The contributions in the total energy at pointA come

FIG. 1. Following a straight trajectory~the solid line! the ion penetrates an
average distancea inside the solid~the dotted line! after which it spreads out
its kinetic energy. The energy decreases with the distance fromP, the dotted
curves indicating schematically the equal energy contours. The energ
leased atP contributes to erosion atA.
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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from all the points of the substrateR where the ions stop an
spread out their kinetic energy, according to Eq.~2!. Thus,
neglecting the effects of shadowing and redeposition of
eroded material, we obtain the following expression for
normal velocity of erosion atA:

v5lE E
R

dr'dzE~r' ,z!F~r' ,z!. ~3!

Here the constantl depends on the properties of th
substrate14–16andF(r' ,z) is the local correction to the uni
form flux J due to local curvature variations.8

Following Sigmund11,14 we assume the following ex
pression for the secondary ion yield:

Y5
vn

^F~r' ,z!&
, ~4!

wheren is the density of the target atoms. Limiting the ca
culations to the case of normal incidence, we obtain the
lowing expression for the local flux variation~due to local
curvature!:

F~r',z!5J cos$arctan„A@¹xh~x,y!#21@¹yh~x,y!#2
…%. ~5!

The exact shapeof the self-affine interface cannot be e
pressed as a simple analytical function. However, we can
probabilistic concepts and the properties of self-affine in
faces to calculate the average yield.9 The height–height cor-
relation function of a self-affine interface scales as^@h(r')
2h̄(r'0)#2&;(ur'2r'0u)2a. Thus, if we chooseh(0,0)50,
the probability that the surface height at~x,y! is equal to
h(x,y) is given by the Gaussian distribution9

P~r' ,h!5
1

A2pw2~r' ,j!
expH 2

h2

2w2~r' ,j!J , ~6!

wherew(r',j) is the interface width. Consequently, inste
of performing the integral~2! over a well-defined surface
topologyh(x,y), we take anaverage over all possible con
figurations, weighting each of them with probability
P(r' ,h). Thus we arrive at the following expression for th
average yield:17

Y5
lnJ

^F~r' ,z!& ER
E

2`

`

dr'dhE~r' ,h!P~r' ,h!^F~r' ,h!&.

~7!

Next we assume that the probability distribution of the hei
P(r' ,h) and the probability distribution of the height grad
ent P@r'u¹xz(x,y), ¹yz(x,y)] are decoupled, which is con
sistent with the random, i.e., self-affine nature of rough
terfaces. Using Eqs.~2!–~7! and performing the integral ove
h we obtain the yield as

Y5
lne

~2p!1/2m2 E
0

`

rdr
1

A~w2~r ,j!1s2!

3expH 2
r 2

2m2J expH 2
a2

2~w2~r ,j!1s2!J . ~8!

To proceed further, we need to include the functional form
the interface width~1! in Eq. ~8!. Using Eqs.~1! and~8!, we
finally obtain the yield as a sum of two integrals
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~2p!1/2m2D ~ I 11I 2!, ~9!

I 15E
0

j

rdr
1

A~wsat
2 ~r /j!2a1s2!

expH 2
r 2

2m2J
3expH 2

a2

2~wsat
2 ~r /j!2a1s2!J , ~10!

I 25
1

A~wsat
2 1s2!

expH 2
a2

2~wsat
2 1s2!J expH 2

j2

2m2J .

~11!

Equations~9!–~11! completely describe the yield as
function of the parameters characterizing the io
bombardment process, such as ion penetration deptha, the
widths of the deposited energy distributions,m and s, and
the parameters characterizing the surface morphology, s
as the saturation width,wsat, and correlation lengthj. Next
we proceed by integrating Eq.~4! numerically for different
values ofj anda.18

Figure 2 shows the variation of the total yield with th
saturation widthwsat for different values ofa. This plot al-
lows for direct comparison with experiments since roughn
grows with irradiation time aswsat;tb, providing a direct
relation betweenwsat and the experimentally available irra
diation time.

As Fig. 2 illustrates, two leading behaviors can be d
tinguished.

~a! wsat!a: In this regime the yield increases withwsat.
The origin of this behavior is the following: With an increa
ing wsat the total area of the surface also increases. If all
sputtering conditions are the same, a larger surface are
known to lead to an increased yield.19,20 In the limit j
@wsatwe can expand Eq.~9! for smallwsat/a, keeping terms
up to the second order. We find that in the initial stages
the roughening process the yield depends on the satura
width asY5Y(0)1Cwsat

2 , the exact expression21 being

FIG. 2. Normalized yield as a function of the saturation width,wsat. We
usedj521 nm, and the different curves correspond to penetration depta
equal to~a! 0.5 nm,~b! 1 nm, and~c! 1.5 nm. Dashed curves correspond
the parameter free smallwsat/a expansion of Eq.~9!, given by Eq.~12!. The
inset shows the normalized yield (Y/Y(0)21) on a log–log scale for smal
values ofwsat/a, emphasizing the good agreement between the expan
and Eq.~12!.
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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Y5
lne

~2p!s
expH 2

1

2e1
2J F11

wsat
2

a2 S 1

2e1
42

1

2e1
2D

3
A~2pm2!

2j H 12A2m2

pj2 expH 2
j2

2m2J J G . ~12!

As Fig. 2 illustrates, Eq.~12! provides an excellent ap
proximation for smallwsat. The experimentally relevant pa
rameter ranges forwsat andj span a wide region, dependin
on the particular realization of sputtering conditions~such as
the incident ion energy, ion flux, interface temperature!.2

However, for many systems this quadratic regime inwsat is
the most important experimentally. For example in Ref
wsat varies from 0 to 10 nm, andj;0 – 25 nm, thus the firs
25%–50% of the experimentally available sputtering rang
well described by the quadratic law. Furthermore, most te
nologically relevant sputtering methods require much l
erosion, thus these experiments and the entire process w
described by the quadratic law~12!.

~b! wsat@a: In this regime the yield decreases withwsat

following Y;1/wsat
2 . As the gradients of height variation

grow ~corresponding to wider probability distributions of th
height! the regionR within which the ions contribute to ero
sion @which is defined by the effective cutoff in the energ
distribution function~2!# at O decreases, thus decreasing t
average erosion rate.

A second important quantity characterizing the surfa
roughness~9! is the correlation length. Figure 3 shows th
secondary ion yield variations withj. As one can see, fo
wsat<j, the yield decreases withj. As Eq.~9! indicates, asj
grows for fixedwsat and r, the widthw(r ,j) decreases, the
scaling function approaching the flat surface limit. Inde
the yield converges to the flat surface limit for largej.17

Since for rough surfaces3,9 typically j>wsat, we expect that
for the experimentally available sputtering conditions t
yield will decrease withj. An important consequence of Fig
3 is that the flat surface approximation, used in all previo
analytical and numerical analysis, can be applied only w
j@wsat. However, we find that in the experimentally re
evant regionj>wsat there are considerable deviations~up to
more than 100%! from the flat surface limit.

In a typical experiment sputtering starts from a relative
smooth surface, which then roughens by ion bombardm

FIG. 3. Normalized yield as a function of the correlation lengthj, plotted
for wsat55 nm. Different curves correspond to different values of the p
etration depth, such as~a! a55 nm, ~b! a52 nm, and~c! a51 nm. The
dashed line corresponds to the flat surface limit.
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The interface width is expected to increase aswsat;tb and
j;t1/z. According to our previous discussion, such an
crease in thewsatandj will result in a modified yield as well.
The magnitude of the yield change depends on the interp
between the parameterswsat, j, anda, and for a given ex-
periment can be explicitly obtained by integrating Eqs.~9!–
~11!. Eventually,wsatandj reach a saturation value, which
expected to lead to the saturation of the yield as well. T
accumulated information on surface roughening,9,13 com-
bined with Eqs.~9!–~11!, allows us to make rather specifi
predictions on the interplay between the yield and the surf
morphology. Since many experimental techniques~e.g., sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry! probing the material structure
rely on the precise determination of the secondary ion yie
the understanding of the morphology-induced yield mod
cations goes beyond mere scientific interest, having a di
technological impact.
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